French Munitions Relief Column
Destined for Lille
28 September 1708

Commanding Officer: Lieutenant General the Chevalier de Luxembourg
Second in Command: Colonel Baron Sandreski

Independent Reinforcement Brigade (1,600 men)
- Allemagne Cavalry Squadron
- Anglais Cavalry Squadron
- Pelabre Cavalry Squadron
- Parapaille Cavalry Squadron
- Sauve-gardes Cavalry Squadron
- de la Reine Cavalry Squadron
- Bourgogne Cavalry Squadron
- St. Aignon Cavalry Squadron
- La Bertuche Cavalry Squadron
- Macteville Cavalry Squadron
- Fontaine Cavalry Squadron
- Forsat Cavalry Squadron
- Tourot Cavalry Squadron

The Forsat and Tourot squadrons literally blew up upon entering the fortress. The remaining squadrons were converted to foot troops and distributed throughout the garrison.